
 
 

 

 

 

Video: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=D6mFGy4g_n8 

 

 

Make the character of the piece clear to the learners through their experience of the 

structured whole of the work. The score is not the point of entry into the learning 

experience.  

The score should only be used:  

• by the teacher to select melodic and rhythmic phrases from the work to use in 

isolation as point of entry to plan music-making activities  

• by the learner as listening guide to analyse the musical ideas to show their 

understanding of the process.  

 

Intro  

 
A 

 
  

TUNE:  
Billy Strayhorn: Take the ‘A’ train 

Duke Ellington and his Orchestra 

 

repeat 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=D6mFGy4g_n8


B 

 
A 

 
 

Interlude (instrumental background during solo) 

 

Another version: performed by Ellington and the band in the 1943 film Reveille with Beverly 

with vocalist Betty Roche. 

 
 

  



Understand the music from the inside 
In this piece the following concepts can serve as the basis to plan a learning experience:  

• Form 

• Style 

 

When Form is the POINT OF ENTRY 

Through engagement with the music the learners can also become aware of the 

following dimensions/meta dimensions:  

 

 
 

Form Contrast and repetition: AABA 

(See listening guide) 

Melody Phrases: 4 bar phrases 

Timbre Melody section:  

solo trumpet and brass section (trumpets, trombones, 

saxophones)  

Rhythm section:  

piano, double bass and drums 

Texture Thin and thick texture (solo versus band) 

Sense of ensemble Process of organising and assembling all the dimensions and 

meta-dimensions  

The unified product – Swing dance music 

Style Jazz: Swing 

A jazz standard: include songs that are an important part of 

the repertoire of jazz musicians.  

They are widely known, recorded and performed. 

  



Form 

 

Concept Level of understanding 
Foundation phase 

Form Contrast and repetition 

Timbre Piano, brass and percussion 

Texture Thin and thick /Solo vs orchestra 

Style Jazz 

Intermediate phase 

Form AABA 

See listening guide below 

Melody Phrases: 4 bar phrases 

Timbre Melody section:  

solo trumpet and brass section (trumpets, trombones, 

saxophones)  

Rhythm section:  

piano, double bass and drums 

Texture Thin and thick texture (solo versus band) 

See listening guide below 

Sense of ensemble Process of organising and assembling all the dimensions and 

meta-dimensions  

The unified product – Swing dance music Jazz: Swing 

Style A jazz standard:  include songs that are an important part of 

the repertoire of jazz musicians.  

They are widely known, recorded and performed. 

Senior phase 

Form AABA 

See listening guide 

Melody Phrases: 4 bar phrases 

Timbre Melody section:  

solo trumpet and brass section (trumpets, trombones, 

saxophones)  

Rhythm section:  

piano, double bass and drums 

See listening guide below 

Texture Thin and thick texture (solo versus band) 

See listening guide below 

Sense of ensemble Process of organising and assembling all the dimensions and 

meta-dimensions  

The unified product – Swing dance music Jazz: Swing 

Style A jazz standard:  include songs that are an important part of 

the repertoire of jazz musicians.  

They are widely known, recorded and performed. 

 

  



When Style is the POINT OF ENTRY 

Through engagement with the music the learners can also become aware of the 

following dimensions/meta dimensions:  

 

 
 

Style Jazz: Swing 

A jazz standard:  include songs that are an important part of 

the repertoire of jazz musicians.  

They are widely known, recorded and performed. 

Form AABA 

See listening guide below 

Dynamics Loud and soft / forte and piano 

Texture Thin and thick texture (solo versus band) 

Homophony  

Beat Syncopation – the weak beats are stressed instead of the 

strong beats 

Accents Emphasize on the weak beats (off beats) 

Metre 4 beats per bar (simple quadruple time) 

 

Style 

 

Concept Level of understanding 
Foundation phase 

Style Jazz 

Form Contrast and repetition 

Dynamics Loud and soft 

Texture Thin and thick texture (solo versus band) 

Beat Steady beat 



Intermediate phase 

Style Jazz: Swing 

Form AABA 

See listening guide below 

Dynamics forte, mezzo forte, fortissimo and piano 

Texture Thin and thick texture (solo versus band) 

Homophony  

Beat Syncopation – the weak beats are stressed instead of the strong 

beats 

Accents Emphasize on the weak beats (off beats) 

Metre 4 beats per bar (simple quadruple time) 

Senior phase 

Style Jazz: Swing 

A jazz standard:  include songs that are an important part of the 

repertoire of jazz musicians.  

They are widely known, recorded and performed. 

Form AABA 

See listening guide below 

Dynamics forte, mezzo forte, fortissimo and piano 

Texture Thin and thick texture (solo versus band) 

Homophony  

Beat Syncopation – the weak beats are stressed instead of the strong 

beats 

Accents Emphasize on the weak beats (off beats) 

Metre 4 beats per bar (simple quadruple time) 

 



 

 

   

Melody section: Rhythm section: 

Trumpet solo Saxophones bassoons and trumpets piano double bass drums 

 

Use time indications to follow different sections (correlates with video, e.g., 0:00, 0:06) 

 

Intro (rhythm section): 0:00 

 
A (melody played by saxophones): 0:06 

 

 

 

Repeat: 0:17 

 

forte 

 



B (melody played by saxophones): 0:28 

  
A (melody played by saxophones): 0:39 

 
 

Repetition: (melody and improvisation played by the trumpet, whole brass section part of rhythm section) 

A 0:50 A’ 1:00 B 1:11 A 1:22 

 

  

piano 

mezzo forte 

forte 



Interlude: 1:32 

(instrumental background)  

Melody played by brass section: 1:38 

 

Trumpet improvised solo: 1:42 

 

A 2:10 (melody played by the saxophones and improvisation on the trumpet) 

 

A 2:20 A 2:31 

Repeat: 1:48 

fortissimo 

forte 

forte 


